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Steven Work

July 14th, 2023
Good Friday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

Index Number 1956:

—

In this morning's prayers and meditations I reflected on some recent writings – statements made and the wider meaning of that which I might have written 'in passing' yet jump-out when thinking in general about the topic and how it was covered.

The statement about many – way too many – women are living under a Death ruling state, not a worldly ruling but in general refusal to fulfill there sex responsibilities – expanded artificially but accepted in the acceptance of all the benefit and refusal to object – related to fatherlessness and taking places of power over others – political, financial, expanded social, and others that fall far outside the normal roll of women as head of house as wife, and significant child care provider to the very young.

The [often - sin filled - grasping aggressive and seeking] acceptance of such, often to the abandonment of the full care needed by their offspring and to their life-long – sometimes crippling – suffering.

Today when clarity is repressed, actively lied about, punishment if discussed publicly, .. of sex related extra power and privileges, immunity, legality, and especially in the powers of punishment in workplace and career-field, social, sexual (reproductive), financial, and other dimensions.

The female 'networking' tread, the hive-minded factor, unwillingness and inability of supporting a person [male] who is correctly critical of a specific woman or in womanhood in general, and general ugliness and vindictiveness and other anti-social (and hidden actively by them) practices that for boys and men would and should bring immediate correction – often capital – but instead is often 'recast' as something that brings reward.

And much more .. things that older women understand and often discuss in some aspect or other.

—

Now - The intentional retardation of males, especially as they become older and leaves us socially, professionally, legally, .. crippled. Mothers who have actively driven fathers away from their lives, and then continue to propagate the lies and gaslighting.

Similar to professionals – way to many are now women who in this – but in so many other ways – make it clear that women should not be [medical, psychological, ..] doctors, counselors, social-workers, .., teachers to older boys until midlife age of all topics and females related to 'gender-studies' and social-economic connected sexual materials beyond the normal good ethics, practices of Chasity, marriage and related from the Orthodox teachings.

Do not trip over the details – the fact is that all professional women who have been in the work-force working with men, if not in power over them of in a profession where boys and men are patients, but even as co-workers they would be expected to assist others under many dimensions of responsibilities – not the least of which as an obligation to benefactor and employer .. I am sorry but people who do not seem to understand this concept scare me and after careful mentoring suggestions help and when their sociopath and-or religious or sex or other hate or uncaring becomes clear - throwing them off buildings does not seem too extreme a consideration – of course they need help but if forced to be near such people, especially in situations where there is no recourse that does not result in punishment of loss of employment ..
.. and this is now an enslaved tyrannically controlled West, not the West our grandparents had when 'middle class' was literally defined as a one income supporting 4 with savings in bank to support 6 months .. this medical insurrection, wage suppressed coordinated by corpDragon & gov [fraud inflation numbers], usury-debt, .. enslavement – and so some vile cnt – [Christian] [Conservation leaning] white hating minority, man hating female, .. meritless hire who you and others are forced to carry and tolerate .. who is hyper-sensitive to every world or tone, who will take any valid critical statement or attempt at assistance as some racist-sexist-antisemtic or whatever and next thing you and possibly entire family are that much closer to homeless, without health-care, further behind on bills, ...

So why would not shoving such people down a stairwell and stomping on their neck to kill them, shoved in front of a car, .. not be reasonable consideration – especially the kind of lawfare, and powerless in courts, the horror of having some statement – often unaware of – of 'trouble working with women' or '...with minorities' is the actual destruction of any career that can support a family with. When those women can destroy with a lie, whisper, .. procreation and support of family then stabbing them in the throat as casually as what they can and often do to us should be legal, but it is not.

Of course I am not arguing this as anything but an thought exercise, and for you who insist they DID eat breakfast or similarly retarded and hyper empowered to spread horror and crippling everyone near .. why is that Witch showing you this?

The point I keep wondering from, is any women who understands this clearly and is unwilling to warn males near appropriately, or worse – propagates such lies and repressions - and when Justice demands the topic is discussed in relation to real situation and fail to include it .. well shoved down a stairwell and stomped dead seems reasonable .. and actual mothers, brothers, .. ?!

The inhumanity of womanhood is not only in the murder of their own children, the destruction of families and fathers, manhood and fatherhood has clearly been under direct attack by a growing size of women and is now a Marjory defining characteristic.

A good question for the best-dead state of women is why is menopause such an important line .. and how it may be 'sexist' but when dealing with a loved pet gone rabid, ate-filled, Irrational, murderous, demonically controlled – except it is [most] all of womanhood.

The Hope of a future when women are human again can only exist is humanity exists, and no one should treat women as anything but worth of the holy human dignity that once were overflowing with but that Satan has sexually Poisoned them from.

I was thinking what great subjects can and should be formally Debated related to this!

When most professions and too many positions of power have such Sickness filled women, when despite the generations of increasing destroying and mutilating males from crib to bring down some kind of 'average' where such inhuman growing monsters with vaginas, when sexuality is 'fluid' and the clear goal is an mind-soul enslaved genderless gonad-less slave class, and the clear too-rapid vileness and viciousness and un-grounding in Virtue, Truth, Righteousness, Order that males seem to have in our genetics .. makes constant lies of what 'men are' and what they 'should be' by Witches who directly or indirectly pretend that they and women in general – if they were a Mechanical programmed Thing – would and should be destroyed on site for the fact that the last uncountable number were all murdering family destroying nation destroying society Poisoning F-ing Monsters, and only constant Brian-washing and retardation of the young as well as active destruction of those unwilling to ignore such and rewards to all who actively pretend or push such evil-lies and mind-raping (such as teachers, doctors, ..)

Imagine if my alternate timeline where the Vatican was not control by Satan back in the late 1960’s and likely before as we have today, and had become the active Center of world-wide debate and by now with Web takes over most of governments lawmakers and with the Abrahamic World [down to regional] Court system I have outlines and suggested, .. oh well.
Which reminds me I did touch in my meditations of [Pope] Father Jorge Mario Bergoglio related to a video I decided to include .. I am debating on how much of such things are the insanity and clear Satanic actions of Vatican in the destruction and attack on the Body of Christ, but in so many topics where few or none who discuss them actually are able to perpetrate into the clear 'next level'.

Topics which ties all the pieces and motivations together, but are strategically ignored and emotionally blocked.

We see this in the Christian White men Genocide and driving GloboHomo in Ukraine-Russia, Or the Satanic Golden-Calf groups, for example which will bring calls of antisemitism as such is reduced to 'Jews' – even when clearly Jews is too wide a label especially when most Jews to the powerful Sickened-Talmud Golden-Calf Satanists and other versions have and will [clearly] treat non-family as those left in Europe pre-WWII, or soon is israel once they have driven the collapse, to be Scaffries to Satan as the rest of us – and many Jews are gaslit into assistance as 'useful idiots' who often think Jewishness makes them like those powerful and so often actively work to help, being given rewards and positions, but like in Europe then they move to their 'winter' homes leaving them .. like in israel with their settlers and army, .. of course this occurs with all groups – France Police get special treatments when it comes to carve-outs in retirements and Yellow-vest issues, yeet thrown to wolfs when doing job in terms of criminal immigrants.

But about [Pope] [Bishop-Father] Jorge Mario Bergoglio (archived) who 'Presents As' Pope, ..

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Bergoglio worked for a time as a ttacher and a Jesuit as a young man before training to be a chemist and working as a technician in a food science laboratory. After recovering from a severe illness, he was inspired to join the Jesuits in 1958. He was ordained a Catholic priest in 1969, and from 1973 to 1979 was the Jesuit provincial superior in Argentina. He became the Archbishop of Buenos Aires in 1996 and was created a cardinal in 2001 by Pope John Paul II. He led the Argentine Church during the December 2001 riots in Argentina. The administrations of Nietschöhner and Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner considered him to be a political rival. Following the resignation of Pope Benedict XVI on 28 February 2013, a papal conclave elected Bergoglio as his successor on 13 March. He chose Francis as his papal name in honor of Saint Francis of Assisi. Throughout his public life, Francis has been noted for his humility, emphasis on God's mercy, international visibility as pope, concern for the poor, and commitment to interreligious dialogue. He is credited with having a less formal approach to the papacy than his predecessors, for instance choosing to reside in the Domus Sanctae Marthae guesthouse rather than in the papal apartments of the Apostolic Palace used by previous popes.

Francis maintains the views of the church regarding the ordination of women as priests, but has initiated changes in the possibility of ordination and his main concern is the ordination of women in the mass.

.. and refuses the Chair of Vicar of Christ .. Since he is Ordained and not Laisized (Sp?) that Father is the correct title for him - He should have lost his Bishop Status – as the possiblity for him – to govern, imprisonment, and torture.

Of course – as I argue – the Pope in 1960 whom refused to follow the Holy Virgin Mary's instruction to release the 3rd Secrete of Fatima showed he was Satanically Directed, and give argument material to those who say the entire Bishop Class is no longer valid and similar – as none living were ordained under older Popes, which is a ShitStorm and example of what happens when a very very clear evil is left uncontested by others with responsibility to have acted to push for that release, and of course all the Goodness of Vatican II has been Corrupted and Turned into Septic Sickness throughout the Body of Christ, and the Leadership .. most hanged till dead is clearly Just.

So instead of variations of the many Goodness that the Holy Ghost handed to Church in Vatican II – some I have produced; Debate System, Abrahamic Court System, re-affirmation of need for Public Pain & Shame with [many] crimes, .. many and I will leave to do them up .. - instead we have Sin, Death, and Hell on Earth, constant and ongoing attack on Church and Body of Church under warped excuse of Vatican II

I suggest that the Father in video consider addressing Father Jorge Mario Bergoglio as Father, for which he disrespects the title but it is Just to attach to him .. unless Canon Law makes it impossible to reduce from Bishop which I think I heard in genera terms was the situation in one of the after Mass Theology and adult Catholic Formation classes I was involved with ..
.. For which then 'Bishop' is correct .. which is what he is now, of course.

I refuse to be significantly bother by this – as I clear Operate unrestrained by much of the World – Knowing that the Vatican and much of all 'Authority' sits now through Satan and if I could stand on a high enough place – pissing on it all would not be sacrilegious and IS likely Required in Justice. All that while not disRespecting those who are still virtuous in following and working towards the Good Ideals – if you can imagine those acrobatics.

I Suggest you allow the Holy Ghost to Activate that Priest, Prophet, and Prince [king] that you have been given at Baptism, and definitely stop relying on those who clearly Hate you and want you in Hell. Go to Mass in the proper State and Receive as so Moved, and someday someday you may be in a place where Jesus comes in the Flesh when you need him, and this will be distant fading nightmare – that you are IN the world, not OF the world.

- These are thorny problem – which is what happens when Satan is allowed generations of control. People end up fighting over side details and the overall issue is lost – Satan in Vatican no matter who the puppets are and what we do or do not call them.

.. Like womanhood in general and more so everyday as a festering self-moving Satanic Toxic Pile of inHuman Vomit-from-Hell Sickening us all. How many Generation of Satan’s rule of West did that take?

Repent, Seek God.

——

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures, and future Multiverse Pasts.]

——

On this morning's YouTube Playlist was 'Free Bird' and it reminded me of this Abbreviated version of this tune right here seems good.

Do you remember this one?

[Warning – Violence and music by Lynyrd Skynyrd]

A nice start of this section of post., ..

—

“Free bird goes with any fight scene part 2”

by/under Wrangler

https://youtu.be/hLx97y9zA4

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
Clip of Fr Altman discussed [Pope] Jorge Mario Bergoglio (archived) who 'Presents As' Pope, and refuses the Chair of Vicar of Christ.

“Fr Altman Stuns Catholics While Francis' Plans For Changing The Faith Revealed”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/Q7nHq7LbOC8

.DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken.
More insanity... I imagine Blinken or whomever presents such dragged into public and hacked to death, followed by a real nuke sent over the USA and West to strike and explode on the edge of Alaskan USA 100 mile or whatever international line and be sure to publish the actual living locations and pictures, names, or the top 15 international Witch-Matriarchal ruling families Witches and demand that if their severed-heads of at least half of them have not been presented in two weeks we all all join together in Hell [or a rare few elsewhere] and, ..

.. F-k all 'voting' women who would manybe start to awaken but-and otherwise who should have had their teeth kicked out for being such Satanic-Tools and supporters on the murder of men long ago – inHuman howling F-ing nightmares for whom most Gone from actual society is the proper place for them until they F-ing start trying to be human., ..

“**A Russian Peace Plan**”

by The LaRouche Organization

[https://youtu.be/HGEzwVVCOIc](https://youtu.be/HGEzwVVCOIc)

(DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken)
Another excellent conversation – this guest is enough like that cnt Bully one he had who refused to let Peterson flesh-out fully his more complicated but excellent points, this guy interrupted Peterson’s argument FOR Increased CO2 as good, and perhaps he would have gotten to the point that an extra Degree heat would mean better life for more .. if you have not hear these and pretend to follow ‘climate’ mostly lies and tyrannical vomit, then you should shut-the-F-up until you do, ..

“Sacrificing the Poor to NOT Save the Planet | Robert Bryce | EP 375”

by Jordan B Peterson

https://youtu.be/m54Rzm4PZk

(DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken)
Time | Subject
--- | ---
0:00 | Coming up
0:32 | Intro
1:42 | Let them eat solar panels, Angola
5:12 | Why write about energy?
7:04 | The German power catastrophe
10:40 | Zero victory, California
14:44 | Drive the cost down, the stark truth
16:29 | How electricity affects women and girls
21:34 | Will we run out of fossil fuels?
24:06 | The world has greened 15 percent
25:24 | Nuclear now
32:45 | Standardizing reactors
36:45 | Trivial emissions from the West
38:30 | The iron law of electricity
40:27 | On the threshold of poverty
42:58 | Where religion overlaps the climate narrative
48:14 | On the alter of Gaia
49:02 | The progression of power across wealth class
52:49 | The reality of “clean” coal
56:44 | The zero emissions narrative is losing steam
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Another of this book .. this is getting impressive. He can Milk a good book, and this one is filled with material.

I am .. sadly because want any other space-opera half as good .. rereading the Pandora's Star and Judas UnChained series ..
... the only of the authors longer books which are hard-science and do not wonder into what I think of too-futuristic where – like too many Wizards – there is too much Power commonly accessible. ... anyway – I ca hope he will cover those at some point – so many good topics like 'body loss' and memories (recorded from soon after birth) transformed into clone at death – provided you have inference or able to pay ... sensory and other amplification and modification, full sensory 'videos', .... ...

“Philip K Dick, The Man In The High Castle | Nobusuke Tagomi Of Trade Mission | Speculative Fiction”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://youtu.be/MKECedHJ5kI

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
I only caught the very beginning – she sounds like she has things Jonathan will be able to expand-on and dance with,

“Conspiracies and the Return of Myth - with Mary Harrington”

by Jonathan Pageau

https://youtu.be/D__CrY3FaWA

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
These are fun – and this show a new version's strange builds and lands., ..

“Etho Plays Minecraft - Episode 581: Dragon Egg Tunnel”
by EthosLab

https://youtu.be/fV6P3cT1uQY

DROPBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken
Here is a good review of how time-travel is handles in [older] science books.,..

“This is how time travel is illustrated in physics textbooks”
by Tibees

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
May God have Mercy on us all.

[Current popular Memes and Images - which reflect common thoughts of many - may be found on the SubStack version – Facebook Witches will/have punished my sharing of such.]

PS. Yesterday's Post – for continuity - and [any] Referenced Posts, in that order ..


Archived: https://archive.ph/6QjIQ [full coverage]
Many of the videos not provided near comment,..

DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/2d42rrvou6c0570xzdpo/h?rlkey=26usatnaqgyan31jn2w7p3e8&dl=0

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 30 June 2023), 3 parts; Numbered posts, comments, images, and more ..

Part 1 of 3:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cq0awgtvkzwj7jyj/facebook-for%20public%20-StevenWork%2030%20June%202023%201-3.zip

Part 2 of 3:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/napbnmniucsklji/facebook-for%20public%20-StevenWork%2030%20June%202023%202-3.zip

Part 3 of 3:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wduqo1leien7v8u/facebook-for%20public%20-StevenWork%2030%20June%202023%203-3.zip

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-XEjQdO2AThA-a

Links to this Post and others related:
Yes dear, I have been upsetting VagFeelie-holders again.
I only Believe in Science.
Your money is fake, your food and water are being poisoned, all these wars are based on lies, your country is run by a bunch of pedophiles and...
you're all too distracted by bullshit
to do anything about it
I love this one! .. jobs it costs us to do, and they crush our gonads with ..

.. if you never worried about making rent or mortgage payment and have power over others - you should be Gone, or in grave - you F-ing evil cunts!

NotAll, but most could use a good public hanging over the corpses of their F-ing with family memebers because you clearly are not helping - no sound .. like womanhood in the endless silent Lie to males near them about how Sick many women are - in the Grave is a good spot for your hiddious inHuman silence.
I have 3 of them and I still can't pay my rent
Abortion is a selfish act which will fill your life with misery and woe, instead of happiness and joy.
She's brain dead, Jim.
HMM, TOO DARK

let's contemplate murder

PERFECT
Still waiting for the Consequences

I'M TIRED BOSS

MAINLY I'M TIRED OF A BUNCH OF KNOWN CORRUPT TRAITORS IN GOVERNMENT NOT BEING CHARGED WITH CRIMES THAT WOULD SEND ANYONE ELSE TO PRISON FOR LIFE

---

Rich Picone @AltruisticEnigma
Mchayla, the 'Bird Whisperer'. (My Lady's daughter)
She found this baby robin on the road, nearly dead.
She fed it 10 worms a day and now she won't leave.
my wife left her purse on a chair
and now it won’t stop telling me to
bring it han solo 😞🚀
IF A WOMAN HITS YOU AND YOU DON'T HIT BACK

THEN THAT MAKES YOU SEXIST. RESPECT HER ENOUGH TO PUNCH HER BACK
How to get Justificingly bitten - to be a F-ing cnt. The mother does not trust you clearly - are your retarded? - gain the mother's trust . . or is that too late because she knows you already? What a F-er, this upsets me.
Mind Control,
It isn't hard to understand.
When 5.5 billion people take an experimental product with no long term testing because the T.V. told them to...

That's Mind Control.
The Biden Regime is not pursuing peace in Ukraine. They want regime change in Russia and are willing to risk a global nuclear war to meet this goal.

- Rep Paul Gosar

Never Judge A Biden Supporter Until You've Walked In Their Shoes
Mommy, I think
I'm a boy.

Well, you're not.
Honksaw Duggan @Honksaw_Duggan

1d · 3

Got that hot tub installed boss
Never forget that people actually did this:
A man followed a girl into the bathroom, stating he identified as a woman.
The man's teeth were knocked out by the girl's father, who identifies as the Tooth Fairy.
found in US for first time, CDC warns - as bug-borne pathogens rise across America

By Luke Andrews Health Reporter For Dailymail.Com
Updated 17:17 EDT 12 Jul 2023

WHERE WAS THE DISEASE DETECTED?

I used this to bring up the subject. He really liked the movie, seen it in theaters. Agrees that it was
U.S. Republicans’ Favorite Summer Blockbuster Flirts With Antisemitic QAnon Blood Libel

The film ‘Sound of Freedom’ and its lead actor Jim Caviezel had previously peddled QAnon conspiracy theories and antisemitic tropes related to Jewish billionaire George Soros; Caviezel also ranted about ‘Rothschild banks’ and ‘a Rothschild pope’ oppressing Christians.
Wanderer's Choice  @Wanderers_Choice

So I've been training the new guy for almost two months now and we're finally to the point where we can discuss taboo political topics without him rolling his eyes.

Today I showed him things about Israel from Israeli sources like them being the homosexual, human trafficking, child trafficking and organ harvesting capital of the world. I asked him about the rebuilding of the Third Temple and the coming messianic age and asked him why that was our greatest ally. He didn't say much but he listened instead of rolling his eyes and agreed that those things were bad but wouldn't go further than that agreement.

Progress.

---

So when these Electric Car's batteries overheat and burst into flames, is it still considered a zero emissions car? Asking for a friend.
“I see dead-souled people.”
ANIMAL DOCTORS

"Your dog is sick? Usually it's related to their diet. What is he eating?"

HUMAN DOCTORS

"I'm sorry to hear you get stomach aches every time you eat. Have you tried antacids? If that doesn't work, we should run an endoscopy and look at your stomach from the inside. If that doesn't work, you're probably dying and should try chemotherapy."
"It is the duty of every man, as far as his ability extends, to detect and expose delusion and error."

~°~

Thomas Paine
“But I DID eat breakfast!” - now out of my way I vote for more gimmies.

"Imagine if the roles were reversed!"
"I don't understand; the roles aren't reversed"
I witness this! .. Her disconnected insanity.

Ard Ri Boru
@ardiBoru

Replying to @KeithWoodsYT

Moments after Jewish congressional candidate Laura Loomer yesterday told Paul Ramsey she’s a free speech absolutist, she said Americans who support BDS must be stripped of their First Amendment rights, imprisoned and regarded as terrorists for collaborating with Palestine.
You came to the wrong neighborhood

Motherfucker

Kurt Schlichter ☑️
@KurtSchlichter
We tried to...
we tried total tolerance and they leveraged it to try to have sex with our kids.

If paying a cashier a living wage will make prices go up. Why doesn't replacing cashiers with Self Checkouts make prices go down?
No amount of reparations, virtue signaling, or 'coexist' bumper stickers will ever fix this.

And your ancestors including u are to blame for everything that happens in this society! I saw a white kid who got killed by a white cop also white on white violence that was the best news of my life! Man I wish I see more of y’all erased in a brutalized and torture way 😒

14:59 · 10/07/2023 from Earth · 403 Views
Who is the greater fool:
The Fool, or the fool who follows him?
- Ben Kenobi
Honest c'mon, even when it's cold outside

DRIVE-THRU

CANADIAN GRAFFITI

YOUR MOM IS A NICE LADY

AT ITS FINEST
If you can question it
it's science.

If you can't question it
False Information
Checked by independent fact-checkers
See Why
it's propaganda.
AMGREATNESS.COM

Left-Wing SCOTUS Justice Took $3M from Book Publisher, Didn’t Recuse Herself from Cases › American Greatness

**HOW UNUSUAL**

THEY ENTRUST THE MANAGEMENT OF THEIR HEALTH TO THOSE WHO PROFIT FROM THEIR SICKNESS
There is no plan to FIX ANYTHING. because the plan was to DESTROY EVERYTHING.
When you walk in to rob the place and she finds out you haven't eaten

DAD, I DON'T LIKE GUNS LIKE YOU DO. AM I ADOPTED?
NOT YET. WE STILL CAN’T FIND ANYONE WHO WANTS YOU...

I am not a “potential human.”

I am a human with potential! I was created by God, fearfully and wonderfully made in his image, known
by my Creator, loved and destined for greatness!

I think President Biden has done a wonderful job. Mom always said you were a fucking retard.

“Trust the science”
I 'DO' TRUST THE SCIENCE BUT
COERCION IS NOT SCIENCE
CENSORSHIP IS NOT SCIENCE
FAKED DATA IS NOT SCIENCE
MANIPULATING RESULTS IS NOT SCIENCE
CHERRY-PICKING STUDIES IS NOT SCIENCE
FEAR MONGERING IS NOT SCIENCE

This actually happened.....They dressed the truck up
with the guy tied down on the roof. The driver and
passengers put on moose heads. Then they went
down road I-35 Interstate...............causing 16
accidents.

Yes, they went to jail..Yes, alcohol was involved...Yes, men cannot be left alone.
“Just wear the mask”
*time passes*
“Just let the government track your location”
*time passes*
“Just let them inject you”
*time passes*
“Just give them your guns”
*time passes*
“Just get in the boxcar”

They have used the same playbook for centuries... it’s time to break their plans.
WHEN YOU’RE DOWN
BY THE SEA
AND AN EEL
BITES YOUR KNEE
THAT’S A MORAY
Lawyers Hope You Get Sued

Mechanics Hope You've Car Trouble

Doctors Hope You Get Sick

Only A Thief Wishes Prosperity For You
meet facebooks community standards enforcement bot... the karenator 3000
"Our next guest will be speaking about tennis balls and why u shouldn't fake the throw"
BIRD OF THE DAY: THE AFRICAN CHIRPER

I learned a new word today:
Philanthropath (noun).
A philanthropath is a psychopath masquerading as a philanthropist.

When self-driving vehicles become mainstream, dead old people will occasionally just show up at their destinations.
Remind yourself of how amazing you are today.. It's important.. Unless you're a cunt. Then I wouldn't bother

This escape room sucks.

Once again sir, this is a psych ward.
BRING IN THE NEXT 2 WITNESSES.
THEY SAW EVERYTHING.

BEFORE AND AFTER
The homeless guy at the gas station watching me walk out with snacks after I told him I didn’t have any money
When storms come your way, just remember you know the Master of the wind, when sickness finds you, just remind yourself you know the Great Physician, when your heart gets broken, just say I know the Potter, it doesn't matter what they say, the Lord is on your side.
what we race or go through
Jesus is the Way, the Truth, and
the Life, He is everything we
need

Once you lick all the
frosting off a cupcake it
becomes a muffin.. and
muffins are *healthy*..
you're welcome 😄🤣

Married life be like.......
I'm not wearing any underwear because you never put the f*cking laundry in the f*cking dryer like I asked you to 100 f*cking times.

THE POLICE SENT ME A PICTURE OF ME SPEEDING. SO I SENT THEM A PICTURE OF A CHECK. THEY SENT ME A PICTURE OF HANDCUFFS. WELL PLAYED.
Understanding Resilience Strategies among Minor-Attracted Individuals

Allyson Walker, Ph.D.

CAN'T EXPECT GOD

TO DO ALL THE WORK
"DO NOT TOUCH"

Knee Slapping Hilarious

MUST BE ONE OF THE SCARIEST THINGS TO READ IN BRAILLE
WE CAN SHOOT YOUR WIFE
& FRAME YOUR MOTHER-IN-LAW
IF YOU WANT
WE CAN HANG THEM TOO!

Russian Roulette
Back in the 70’s I watched a movie called “Soylent Green.” It was set in 2022. I will not be eating fake meat.
So you're telling me when a baby crawls across the floor. For its bottle it's cute.... but when I do it, I need an intervention.
This is what an igloo looks like when a fire is built inside. The fire melts the inner layer of ice, then surrounding cold refreezes it. A new layer of ice insulation is thus added that can keep the temperature inside the igloo at 60°, while it's −50° outside. And even the eskimos inside know that Jeffrey Epstein didn't kill himself.
The last thing Charlie needed was a candy bar.
Fuck knows how they did it but somehow the American police have captured the predator.
Returns to work after 2 years of working from home
Co-workers: “Is that fat guy new”?
Me:

YOU DRINK LOTS OF WATER TO STAY HYDRATED
“How’s it going?”

Me:

The Narcoleptic Goddess
Y'ALL GOT ANY MORE OF THEM

WHITE HOUSE TOURS?
Dad, what is an alcoholic? Son do you see those 4 cars? An alcoholic would see 8
But dad there are only 2

Helium walks into a bar and orders a beer, the bartender says, "Sorry, we don't serve noble gases here." He doesn't react.
HAS MURDERED FOR BEING WHITE IN INDIANA.
SHE WAS DEBATING POLITICS WITH BLM
PROTESTERS WHEN THEY SHOT HER TO DEATH.

THE PRESS IS IGNORING THIS STORY.
SHE WILL GET NO GOLD CASKET
NO CELEBRITIES AT HER FUNERAL
NO CITIES MOURNING HER DEATH.

WHEN YOU ARE UGLY
BUT MANAGER OF A GAS STATION

Liberals measure compassion by how many people are given welfare. Conservatives
THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS GOVERNMENT FUNDED
IT’S ALL TAXPAYER FUNDED
Percentage of Non-European (i.e Non-White) Births, 2020

Approx. 22-23% of total births in EU-28 are non-white. This figure will only increase in future.

Sources: Eurostat, INSEE, Destatis, StatDK, StatSe, StatFI, ONS, INE.es, etc.

Methodology: For countries such as Spain, Italy, and Greece, measurements include children born...
You're consuming Jew Media Propaganda

Mind my pronouns, NAZI Bigot!

“I'm so glad I'm not locked away from the world as a homemaking slave to some husband”
Black Lives Matter Celebrates 10th Anniversary By Burning Down 10 More Black Neighborhoods

U.S. - Jul 13, 2023 - BabylonBee.com
I was supposed to go to anger management classes but those people just piss me off.

Sometimes you just need six hunnit and fiddy dollars....
VATICAN/CATHOLIC CHURCH, JESUITS, FEDERAL RESERVE, FREEMASONRY, ELITE/GLOBALISTS, ZIONISM, NEW WORLD ORDER, HOLLYWOOD, ALL OF IT. ANYONE WHO GOES REALLY DEEP FINDS GOD, THE BOOK OF LIFE, AND CHRIST. IT'S ALL ABOUT HIM.

IT'S A WAR AGAINST HIM!

DON'T BE AFRAID TO OFFEND THOSE
WHO DON’T GIVE
A FUCK ABOUT YOU
IN THE FIRST PLACE.

Fairy tales used to start with "Once upon a time..."

Today, fairy tales begin with
"According to experts..."

If you have 17 FBI mistakes and 100% of those mistakes favor the party in power by harming the opposition candidate, those aren’t mistakes.